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3 CONSTRUCT AN ALTERNATIVE FREEWAY SYSTEM of equivalent standard and slightly
lower capacity in an alternative "lower impact" corridor

4 UPGRADE EXISTING ARTERIAL ROADS to what was defined as 'expressway' standard
An expressway being a divided road similar in function to a freewa"y However it is designed
for running speeds of 70 - 80 kmjh and access is permitted only at controlled points, either
grade separated or with traffic signals

They are illustrated on Figure 1,

It is important to note that alternatives three and four are made possible ani,. if standards of design
are lowered, and if the co-operation of other public authorities, who may be inconvenienced, is

obtained,

However, before discussing the alternatives in greater detail it is necessary to discuss:-

(a) What is meant by reducing standards

(b) How is cost affected by doing so

(c) What effect does it have on the performance of the system, and

(d) Why a lower standard facility can have less impact

2. WHAT ARE "REDUCED DESIGN STANDARDS"?

The objective of considering design standards in this context is to define where a reduction in freewJj'
design standards could lead to a significant reduction in impact, on condition that it did not lead to an
unacceptable reduction in capacity, safety or an unacceptable increase in capital or operational costs

This could be expressed in terms of the more normal benefit/cost criteria by defining the objective
as being to reduce the impact of freeways, whilst not reducing the benefit/cost ratio of the facility
However, the benefit/cost ratio must include a proper estimate of the costs of all the various impacts

Thus we are principally concerned, in this paper, with those elements of design standards, which if
reduced can increase the <ibility of the designer to reduce the impact of the freeway

If we assume that the impact of a freeway is caused by the following three principal factors: ..

(a) Reserve Width .. generally speaking the wider the reserve the greater the land take and hence
the greater the impact, hence any reduction in reserve width leads to a reduction in impact

(b) Horizontal Alignment _generally the higher the standard of horizontal alignment the lower the
ability to avoid sensitive areas and the greater the impact of the freeway

(e) Vertical Alignment - the higher the standard the less it is able to fit in with natural topographY
and hence the visual impact is likely to be greater, particularly where the area is hilly

then we may say that its impact is likely to be lessened by reductions in reserve width and horizontal
and vertical alignment standards This is particularly so in the inner urban areas of Sydney, in which
the authors were particularly interested, as they are areas of significant topography, with small dense
communities, highly susceptibl_e to disruption by facilities such as freeways
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Table 1 sets down the NAASRA standards for the various elements

lane width
median width
shoulder width
batter clearance
cut and fill batter slopes
clearance to structure

speed
minimum radius for horizontal curves

grade
vertical curves

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

(i)
(ii)

(i)
(ii)
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21 EXISTING STANDARDS

(b)

(a)

FIGURE 2 NAASRA MINIMUM INNER URBAN FREEWAY CROSS-SECTION

(c)

In.Section 2 of this document whkh relates to urban situations NAASRA recognises the special
problems of inner urban areas by defining separate standards for inner urban and suburban areas,
with inner urban standards being generally lower, although it is indicated that the desirable minimum
is in fact the suburban standard.

It is now possible to define those elements of design standards in which we are particularly interested
and these are set out below: -

The currently accepted design standards for freeways vary somewhat from state to state but are
probably best summarised in the "Guide Policy for Geometric Design of Freeways and Expressways"
published by NAASRA (2).

The width of a typical inner urban freeway is defined by NAASRA (2) in Figure 2
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Reduction in width affects cost in two ways:-

3. HOW IS COST AFFECTED?
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(b) affects construction costs

No attempt is made here to investigate the actual cost savings that may be achieved by reducing
design standards,as this can be only properly assessed for a particular proposal, however some
general conclusions may be drawn

NAASRA standards (2) suggest a desirable maximum grade of 3 per cent and a maximum of 6 per
cent for urban freeways. Ifone takes the major urban roads standard (4) then the respective
figures woutd be 4 and 8 per cent which would allow significantly greater sympathy between the

road and natural surface,

24 REDUCTION IN VERTICAL ALIGNMENT STANDARDS

If design speed were reduced from 80 km/h to 75 km/h and minimum superelevation increased from
2 to 3 per cent the minimum curve radii would be reduced from 300 metres to about 245 metres, a
reduction of 18 per cent. without a major effect on performance, In f.act superelevation can be
increased as high as 7 per cent, according to NAASRA standards (1) which could theoretically allow
curves as tight as 210 metres for a 75 kmjh design speed
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Thus to summarise it would appear possible to make substantial and realistic reductions in design
standards for urban freeways it is not proposed that this be adopted in most situations but ti,at it
be considered in locations in which maintaining the full standards leads to severe impacts on existing
development. such as the densely developed inner urban areas of cities such as Sydney

The length of vertical curves is of less signficance in tailoring a road to the topography, although
a reduction in design speed from 80 to 70 km/h reduces the length of vertical curves by about 20

per cent.

The design speed is important in determining the minimum radius of curve that may be used The
NAASRA standards (2) define a minimum radius of 300 rn, consideration of Table 4 "Minimum
Radii" of the NAASRA Guide Policy For Geometric Design of Major Urban Roads (4), suggests that
a minimum superelevation of 2 per cent was assumed, Minimum curve radii may be reduced by either
reducing the design speed or increasing the minimum superelevation or both

When considering design speed it must be remembered that vehicles do not necessarily travel at or
below the statutory speed limit" A study (3) in Melbourne showed that where the statutory limit
35 mph the 98th percentile speed was 45 mph" Thus where a posted speed limit if 60 km/h it is
desirable to use a design speed of 80 km/h, which is that proposed by NAASRA (2) for inner urban

freeways

2.3 REDUCTION IN HORIZONTAL ALIGNMENT STANDARDS
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(e) Commercial vehicles

(a) Lane widths and lateral clearances
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(a) capacity

(b) speed

(c) accidents

(d) noise and pollution

4.1 EFFECT UPON CAPACITY

The "Guide to Traffic Engineering Practice" (5) defines the factors affecting capacity with which we
are concerned as: ~

(b) Shoulders

(c) Alignment

(d) Grades

overall it would not be unreasonable to expect that the reduction in width would lead to
a 40 per cent reduction in land resumption costs and say 10 tQ 15 per cent in con?truction
Studies (1) of alternative freeway proposals in inner urban areas of Sydney indicated a saving

about 15 per cent in the total cost using lower design standards, however the lower standard
freeways in this case employed a somewhat longer route

considering the benefits, or otherwise, of reducing design standards for urban freeways it is most
.important to determine the extent to which the ability of the freeway to perform its function is reduced
In this context we have looked at the following aspects of the operation of the freeway>

2,2 considered reductions in width and concluded that it was possible to reduce reserve
by about 40 per cent In inner urban areas it is generally necessary to resume developed

"",ne,t;,", which involves property costs in the range of $120-$250 per square metre and sometimes
Considering the cross-section discussed in 2 2 the 542 metre wide reserve could cost between

and $13,500,000 per kilometre for land resumptions The reduced cross-sections could
between $3,900,000 and $8,000,000 per kilometre a saving of between $3,600,000 and

$5.50U,LIUU per kilometre

changes in construction costs are much harder as the savings apply to a variety of
""o"ont eleme.nt< including lanes, shoulders, medians and batters The example given in 2 2 had a
cn,,,,,"ucted width of 36,2 metres using NAASRA standards, reduced to 26,1 metres by the
_0'"'''"< suggested, a reduction of 28 per cent, as the majority of the savings are in the cheaper
o'.,me,'" only 2,4 metres in the traffic lanes the cost saving will be less than this Account must also

taken of more expensive drainage required by reduced batter clearance, the cost of guard rail
the median and the increased cost of providing steeper batters
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ALIGNMENT

4.2 EFFECT ON SPEED

(,

o

Thus it can be seen that in the extreme case of a long 8% grade on a road carrying a high proportion
of trucks with the reduced widths described. the capacity wquld be reduced to about 75% however
this is an extreme case and generally the effect would be less and 8% grades would only be used "hen
essentiaL It is important to note that lane width reduction and horizontal alignment only reduce
capacity by 5 to 10 per cent Therefore in designing freeways to lower standards particular care

would have to be taken when increasing grades

The Highway Capacity Manual (6) pp 257-259, indicates that increasing the grade from 6 to 8 per
cent would reduce capacity by 10-20 per cent depending upon the number of trucks in the stream

Little data is availabe on the effect on speed, however the Highway Capacity Manual (6) (p 294)
shoWS that if a 80 km/h multi lane highway operating at a volume to capacity ratio of 0.7 had its
capacity reduced by 25 per cent then the operating speed would fall from 55 .m/h to 47 km{h a
reduction of 15 per cent however this must once again be considered extreme In the more normal
case when grades are low and capacity is only reduced about 10 per cent the speed reduction would

only be from 55 km/h to 52 km/h or 5 per cent

4.3 EFFECT ON ACCIDENTS

There is little data readily available as to the effect that the reduction in design standards has on
accident rates, However a paper by Baker (7) shoWS in Table 9.4 the representative benefit··cost
ratios for various improvements Uf the eleven improvements considered in that paper only four
had a ratio less than one and these included road widening and increasing design standards, the cost
of these works significantly exceeded the value of reduced accident rates. There is also some
evidence to indicate that a reduction in speeds will lead to a reduction in fatal accidents

Grades have little effect upon capacity in terms of private cars but has a significant effect upon

commercial vehicles.

GRADES AND COMMERCIAL VEHICLES

This has Htde effect upon capacity but does lead to a reduction in ~evet of service

The reduction of lane widths from 3.7 m to 3. 3 m width would reduce capacity by 12 to 14 per cent
per lane although the left hand shoulder would increase effective width of the left lane to 3 7 metres
and if a RHS shoulder were used it would increase that lane to 3,.7 metres effective thus the overall

reduction would be 3 to 9 per cent

LANE WIDTHS AND .SHOL'LDERS



we can see that the minimum width of a 6 lane freeway ma,:, be expressed as follows: .

_ 36 2 + I (Depth of Cut x 3) + 6 J + [ (Depth of Fill '. 3: -- 6 I

if Depth of Cut or Fill is zero then batter clearance of 6 metres is not requirec

pO;""Jleway of reducing width would be as follows: .

Reduce lane width from 3 7 m to 3..3 m {Approx 12 feet to 11 feet!

Reduce median width to 1,0 m and provide a central guarc rail

Eliminate RHS shoulders

Reduce LHS shoulders to 2 4 m

Reduce Batter clearance to 1 m, although this will increase dninage costs

Increase batter slope to 2 to 1

reserve width would nol,l, be expressed as either: ,.

Width = 256 + [ (Depth of Cut x 2) + 1 1+ [ (Depth of Fill' 2; + 1

the example shown earlier the reserve width would be reduced from 5..+,2 metres i 1j 8 feet) to

6 metres (104 feet) assuming a 1 metre cut fill on each side

whilst it may be unrealistic to impose all of the possible reductions it is appJ.re:-:t that a major
re,luetio,n may be achieved Below is set out the impact of the indi\ idual reductions on the

hy'polthetieal cross-·section: -

Width of NAASRA cross-section

Ke<;u,;tlc<n due to

5+2 m 100%

Reduced lane width

Reduced median width

Eliminate RHS shoulder

Reduced LHS shoulder width

Reduced batter clearance

Increase batter slope

Total

2.:+ m 44%

22 m 4,1%

48m 8,9%

12m 22%

lOOm 18,,5%

LOm 3.7%

226 m 41,8%

savings in width are most sensitive to reduced batter clearance, near!) half the saving and the
of the RHS shoulder, about one-fifth of the total saving, other elements each pro\idc

one-tenth of the saving"

reduced batter clearance and elimination of RHS shoulder were adopted reserve widths
be reduced by about 15 metres saving about 1 5 hectares of land for each kilometre of

fe-o..,,,, a major cost saving as well as a significant reduction in impact, although this must be

ualan,reo against increased drainage costs
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scale and compatible with container terminals, railway yards and grain silos

(d) Open Space and Land Used for Educational Purposes: Relatively little education land is
affected by any of the proposals, but reduction of community open space is particularly
signifkant in the Leichhardt Municipality, The comparison of -alternatives within Leichhardt
Municipality is:

1 ha of open space taken

6 ha

4 haAlternative 3 :

Alternative 4 :

Alternative 2 :

Acquisition costs were assessed using average prices per house for residential properties, and
an average price for commercial and industrial land (based on information obtained from
local estate agents and cbecked against V"G, values) No acquisition cost was included for
government owned land

(b) Residential Land Take: The area of residential land reserved for DMR purposes in the most
recent planning schemes available was accurately measured" The geometry of the proposed
alternatives was not considered in the same detail as the DMR's proposals.. However,
reasonable assumptions were made and reservations for the alternatives were also measured

(c) Commercial, Industrial, Port and Railway Landtake: This was measured as above. It will be
noticed that there is a significant difference between the total land take of the DM R's align.
ment and the alternative freeway alignment. This is because the alternative alignment uses
large areas of railway land and of the public land which surrounds a number of port
installations (e"g.. Grain Elevators Board, Seatainers etc.). Where such land is clearly "left
over" around major existing structures, or, where the proposed facility is on structure and
the space beneath it can continue to be used, e.g.. over railway lines, the landtake has not
been included, as it does not represent an acquisition cost nor does it impair the use of the
land for its existing public purposes" The construction cost of an expressway on structure
is, however, included in the comparative capital cost figures. It will be noted that the DMR
alignment includes significant structures across Wentworth Park and Harold Park and a
tunnel under Glebe, whereas the alternative alignment includes a major bridge over
Blackwattle Bay and structures in Glebe Island and over the Lilyfield Railway track and
Yards.

(g) Level of Service: Each of the schemes was considered from the point of view of the capacity
and level of service provided as an increment to the capacity and level of service to the
existing system. The existing system was taken as zero and the capacity/level of service rating
of the full DMR proposal as 1. The principal difference between the DMR proposal and the
alternative freeway proposal lies in the capacity constraint which would result from the
elimination of the Ultimo interchange and the combining of the North Western and Western
Freeways through Pyrmont

(h) Capital Costs: It was not possible within the scope of the studies to estimate actual
construction costs. Instead a comparison of the lengths of different types of construction
in each alternative was undertaken and a weighted total length was estimated. A comparison
of these weighted lengths gave us the likely relative construction costs of each alternative

(e) Houses Demolished: These were counted as carefully as possible, It is worth noting that the
figure of 2,670 houses for the DMR alignments would have severe effects in some locations
Le.. of reducing the population of the suburbs of Annandale by over 17%, Glebe by over 9%
and Ulyfield/Rozelle (west of Victoria Road) by almost 10%. Air of the alternatives would
substantially reduce this impact

(f) Impact on Local Community: The factors which were taken into account in ranking the
degree of community affectation include items, a, b, d and e above, but also include
measurement of noise affectation and an assessment of the extent to which communities
would be physically divided by new road alignments The noise affectation of residential
areas was measured for each alternative
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EFFECTS ON NOISE AND POLLUTION

is essentially a 'do nothing'alternative It was assessed for purposes of comparisons

is a NAASRA standard freeway system

is a freeway system in which slight reductions in radii and interchange design have
been accepted

combines the upgrading of existing roads and the construction of new facilities to
establish a high capacity system with design standards which are reduced as the
system user approaches the city centre· from high standard freeway to expressway
standard

4

2

Scheme 3

As the purpose of the investigation was principally to illustrate that there are alternatives that
justify detailed examination, a high degree of accuracy for the study was not required and was not
claimed

5. HOW IS IMPACT AFFECTED?

More accurate costs will, we hope, be placed on each of the factors that can be measured in money
terms as the res!.!!t of further detailed study. The relative values of each of the subjective factors i e
how important and to what degree are the communities affected? Is the existing landform worth
preserving? How much money should be spent on increasing vehicular mobility? Can only be
assessed as the result of debate within the community"

The following summarises the basis on which each of the factors was assessed

(a) Topography and Townscape: A measure of the gggree of chang~ to the physical environment
.. Iandforrn and buildings. To some extent this assessment is subjective but it was the study
team's opinion that the existing topography and townscape had a positive value, Major
engineering structures are out of scale in residential areas, on the other hand they are in

areas affected by cut and fill and structures and the space required for intersections will all
less than for a NAASRA standard of freeway

Route selection will be more flexible

measurements of the characteristics of Schemes 2, 3 and 4 on Figure 3 illustrate the progressive
recluetlo,n in impact made possible by adopting reduced road design standards

principal characteristics of a reduced standard primary road tend la lower its social and
';m,I,;mrne,nt;,1 impact These are that·

It will be smaller

is generally accepted that decreases in speed and increases in,traffic congestion will lead to
Increa"ed noise and pollution, however, it is important to remember that the principal objective of

reductions in design standards was to facilitate the location of freeways away from
~pnt,dlv sensitive areas, Also this increase will only occur at times of significant congestion

times of free the generally slower speeds \Vjll lead to less noise and pollution. Further the
inv~;rl:~~;:~~)~ of a freeway, toany standard, should reduce noise and pollution levels in existing
o streets

radii and steeper gradients will allow a greater range of choice of route This would seem to be
at the route selection scale and at the detail design scale

\~~~:~r"J the ways in which the added flexibility in route selection and the smaller scale of reduced
sl facilities appeared to reduce adverse impacts in the inner western and northwestern
,e'OWJ", of Sydney's proposed freeway system, mentioned earlier, and illustrated on Figure 1
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